tary on the Mishnah;8 and several draft fragments of Sefer Mishpatim, the 13th part of his legal code, Mishneh Torah. 9 Another fragment which is housed in the Gaster Genizah Collection in the John Rylands University Library of Manchester is A 281. It has been identified and described by M. Beit-Arie, 10 although the text itself has not been published. It consists of two incomplete sheets. The first one contains Sefer Mishpatim, Hilkhot Malweh Weloweh: 24:8 -24:9 (fo. l r); 25:1 (fo. l v). The second includes Sefer Mishpatim, Hilkhot Tom Wenitan: 1:5-1:6 (fo. 2r); 1:9 (fo. 2V). M. Beit-Arie has determined that this fragment belongs to the same quire as other previously identified fragments. 11
In the summer of 1989 I spent three weeks at the John Rylands Library as part of a co-operative project undertaken by the Library and the Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts at the Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem. In Manchester I was dealing with the classifying of about 10,000 Genizah fragments found in the Library's Gaster Collection. While classifying the material, I discovered another fragmentary sheet from the same draft in Maimonides' handwriting. This one is numbered B 5756, and it is a direct continuation of the fragment discovered and described by M. BeitArie. It also contains several paragraphs from the same section in Hilkhot Malweh Weloweh: 24:9, 24:2; 16:7 (fo. l r); 25:2-3 (fo. l v). This fragment, like others, reflects an earlier version of this code: it contains additions or corrections in the margin and between the lines or afterwards in smaller letters. 12 In comparing this draft to the printed version of the code, we can note some changes in the text and in the organization of material. In the final version some paragraphs were placed in different chapters. 
